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Disclaimer

 Countyfairgrounds, USA

 – assumes no responsibility for the articles in this pdf file as to the 
accuracy of the viewpoints expressed. They are presented as general 
information for the reader and not specific guidelines. As always your 
own human judgment should be the final decision maker. The 
information following may help you however in your quest to learn 
more about the horse in general.
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The American Paint Horse

The American Paint Horse is a breed of horses 
which are known for having a percentage of 
white hair over skin combined with another 
color

The American Paint Horse is a breed of horses which are known for having a percentage of white hair 
over skin combined with another color. The American Paint Horse Association is one of the largest 
breed register centers in the US.

Every American Paint Horse has white hair combined with some other color found in horses. This 
includes brown, black, tan, or gray. American Paint horses are related to the American Quarter Horse, 
and share the same ancestors. The markings on these horses can be anywhere on its body. 

Strict requirements are necessary in order to register these horses. Both the sire and dam have to be 
registered in the APHA and the club for Thoroughbreds. At least one of the parents of the horse being 
registered must be an American Paint Horse. It is also important that the horse being registered have 
white fur over skin which is another color.  These horses have an excellent temperament, and make 
great pets.

The American Paint Horse should have a body shape which is the same as the American Quarter 
Horse. They should be heavy but not very tall, and their center of gravity should be low. They should 
also be very muscular with a powerful back legs. They should also be able to run extremely fast and 
maneuver quickly.  Paint Horses  one of the most popular breeds of horses in the United States today.

Despite this, these horses are susceptible to getting lethal white syndrome, a genetic disease. Some 
foals are born with a pure white color and do not have a functioning colon. As of this writing, no 
effective treatments have been found for this disease, and the foal usually dies within two weeks. The 
death is a very painful process, and they are typically put down once symptoms have been found. The 
coat color alone is not an indicator that a horse has this disease.

This disease has become well known among American Paint Horse breeders, and many of them have 
encountered this disease first hand. While it was thought at one time that overos carried this disease, 
recent research has shown that not all overos carry this disorder, and tobianos and quarter horses 
may carry it also. Despite these conditions, American Paint Horses are highly prized.
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American Saddle bred

American Saddle bredTote Bag - 17 x 17 Tote Bag

The American Saddle bred is a 
breed of horse developed in the 
state of Kentucky. Today they are 
featured in many show ring 
competitions, and they are also 
used for racing, parades, and 
hunting.

The American Saddle bred is a breed of horse developed in the state of Kentucky. Today they are 
featured in many show ring competitions, and they are also used for racing, parades, and hunting. 
These horses have a disposition which make them good for virtually any task in which they are 
needed. They are well known for their stamina and the ability to learn quickly.

The Saddle bred is very alert and keen. It is flashy and steps high, and they are referred to as the 
"peacocks of the horse show world." The preferred Saddle bred is one that has excellent proportions 
and is beautiful. They have large eyes which are sharp and ears which have an excellent shape. The 
Saddle bred is known for having a head which is well proportioned to its body.  These horses are also 
known for their prominent withers and muscular shoulders.

Saddle breds are also known for being five gait-ed, and this is a trait which was passed down from 
their ancestors. This breed was first developed in the 18th century by Americans who bred the 
Thoroughbred with the Narragansett Pacer. The Pacer was a well known breed at the time, though 
many people have not heard of it today. Many people who lived on plantations enjoyed using these 
horses because they were comfortable and also had an excellent gait. It would go on to become a 
very stylish horse. These horses are very popular in the state of Kentucky.

Saddle breds work well with harnesses and have enough strength to perform work on a farm. They 
are also fast enough to be used in certain types of races. By the middle of the 18th century, the genes 
from the Morgan horse breeds were added to give the Saddle bred more power and speed. It was this 
combined with the Thoroughbred that allowed the American Saddle bred to be developed. These 
horses begin to become very popular after 1940. A stallion named Denmark was born in 1939, and 
about 60% of all American Saddle breds today are descendants of this horse.

Saddle breds are some of the most popular breeds of horses in the world, and have been owned by 
presidents, generals, and other prominent people. They have also been featured in many movies. 
These horses are well known for competing in show horse tournaments. American Saddle breds are 
one of the most well known and popular breeds in the US. The looks and personality have made them 
sought after by many horse enthusiasts.
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Arabian Horses

      Adult T-Shirt 

The Arabian horse is an animal which has lived 
on the Arabian Peninsula for well over 2000 
years. These horses were properly bred to 
demonstrate many traits which were attractive,  
such as strength, beauty, and endurance. Many 
experts on horses have concluded that Arabian 
horses are among the oldest breeds in the world.

The Arabian horse is an animal which has lived on the Arabian Peninsula for well over 2000 years. 
These horses were properly bred to demonstrate many traits which were attractive, such as 
strength, beauty, and endurance. Many experts on horses have concluded that Arabian horses are 
among the oldest breeds in the world.

The Bedouins were a nomadic people who are given credit for first taming the Arabian horse. The 
Bedouins made every effort to protect the purity of these horses, and many could trace back the 
lineage of the horses they owned. During this time, it was critical to have a horse which was strong, 
fast, and courageous. It also had to be capable of surviving in the desert environment. The Bedouin 
tribes were constantly at war with other tribes in the region, and it was necessary to have a horse 
which could lead them into battle.

The Bedouins soon gained a reputation for breeding some of the most beautiful horses ever seen. 
Many people would trade horses with them, and they would get together and share the lineages of 
the horses which were traded. There are a number of different variations of Arabian horses, which 
are known as strains. These horses have a common ancestor and look. Some of these are Hadban, 
Kuhaylan, and Dahman.

Their heads are shaped like wedges, and they have large eyes and a small muzzle. Arabian horses 
which have a concave shaped nose are highly prized. The neck of an Arabian horse should be 
arched, and their legs should be muscular and lean. Their coat should be shiny, and can be likened 
to silk. Despite this, Arabian horses are often not seen at the highest levels of  show jumping 
competitions, because it does not have a good bascule compared to other breeds.

Most Arabian horses have a coat which is grey or brown, and some horses also have black coats. 
Arabian horses with black coats were rare, because in the desert they would absorb heat, and this 
would be dangerous. Because the Arabian horse is so genetically pure, it is commonly used in 
enhancing the characteristics of other breeds of horses. Arabian horses have a good temperament, 
and this also makes them attractive to breeders.

Arabian horses have been used in professional horse competitions for a long time, and Arabian 
horse games are being held every year in which the horses and their owners can compete with each 
other.
                                                                                                                                                Page 3
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The Basics of Horse Care
Horses are amazingly beautiful and sensitive 
creatures. Horses require not only understanding 
and patience to have a horse as a pet, it also 
requires a whole lot of care.

Horses are amazingly beautiful and sensitive creatures. Horses require not only understanding and 
patience to have a horse as a pet, it also requires a whole lot of care.

Herd Mentality:

Observe horses in the herd system, each horse's welfare in the wild depends upon an instinctive 
submission to the discipline of the herd. The instinct is for immediate action. To the horse, action is 
survival. When horses live in an herd environment, they often take turns sleeping and standing guard 
for any predators. When the leader of the herd signals danger they take flight.

Learning respect and ascending to authority starts on the first day of life for the foals, there is a distinct 
pecking order in herds of horses.

It is important to keep a quiet profile around horses. Horses naturally do not like unnecessary noise 
because in the wild their survival depends on detection of predators with their hearing. Extraneous 
noise interferes with this predator detection. This predator detection is tightly coupled with a horse's 
flight reflex. Due to these survival genetics, horses have a physiological wiring in their brains that 
predisposes them to prefer quietness and to become bothered by unnecessary noise. Many horses 
can get startled easily from abrupt noises and this could result in injury to the horse, the rider, or 
people around the horse. Talk to your horse in a quiet, reassuring voice.

Relationship With Horses:

A horse will love you if, first and foremost, you treat it fairly, and secondly, if you allow yourself to 
develop a relationship with it in the same way you would a human partner. There are too many who 
will look after the horse's material needs but put nothing back into the partnership itself. The horse 
born in captivity will identify with an alternative provider and companion, resulting in a healthy 
relationship from the beginning. A healthy relationship with your horse requires: trust, coupled with 
respect, fondness with compliance, and a desire to please.

Check Your Horse:

Examine your horse every day and especially prior to riding the horse. 
                                                                                                                                                  Page 4
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Carefully examine the horse's legs and back for any unusual heat or lumps. Make sure that the 
horse's eyes are alert and not lazy. Listen for any excessive noise or gurgling sounds coming from 
your horse's stomach. Catching problems before they become serious is critical to keeping a show 
horse sound and alive.

Exercise caution and discretion when around stallions and mares when they are in heat. They are 
dealing with hormones on an order of magnitude that you probably can not comprehend. Stallions 
typically bite and some may be easily triggered into violent behavior.

Grooming Horses:

Keep your horse clean. Keep your horse's entire coat free from dirt, mud, sand, and sweat. Brush your 
horse every day. Pick out your horse's feet every day. Wash out any sweat residue from the saddle 
pad or girth every day. Wash out any dirt or sand residue, as from the riding arena, on your horses 
legs every day. A number of different problems can result if a horse's coat is not kept clean.

Barn Care:

Keep your horse's stall clean. Make sure that your horse's stall is cleaned every day. Be sure that any 
wetness is removed with the manure. Replace the removed bedding with fresh, clean, dry bedding. 
Water should be dumped from buckets every day without exception. Unhealthy dirt and bacteria can 
build up in a bucket if it is not cleaned on a daily basis. Clean water is essential to maintaining a 
healthy horse. Make sure your horse always has clean, fresh water available.

Training A Horse:

The intelligence of the horse increases rapidly with education. An intelligent trainer can make an 
intelligent horse. A kind but firm trainer will result in a disciplined but pleasing horse.

Horse Feed:

Feed your horse(s) at the same times every day. A horse may get upset and colic or injure themselves 
by kicking the stall or pawing, if not fed when feeding is expected. You should not make radical 
changes in a horse's feed program. If you must make a change in the feed program, make the change 
gradually. Drastic changes in a horse's feed program can cause the horse to colic and in some cases, 
may die. Your horse's stomach is a highly sensitive bio-reactor that maintains a delicate balance of the 
organisms that digest food in your horse's digestive track.

Visitors should not feed a horse that you do not own without the owner's permission; no carrots, no 
apples, no treats, nothing. The horse could potentially, get sick if they have an allergy or sickness.

Pay attention to everything that goes into your horse; that means all feed, all hay, all water, all treats, 
all supplements, all pills, and all shots. This knowledge could save your horse's life in an emergency 
situation. Post this information on your horse's stall door so that it is available to a vet if you are not 
around in an emergency. Make sure that your horse gets high-quality feed and hay. Your horse's 
health and soundness depends on the nutrition that you provide for them. Take good care of your 
horse. A rider without a horse is no rider at all.
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Vet Care:

Make sure that you have a good equine veterinarian. A good vet will save you money in the long run 
and may save your horse's life some day. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Make sure 
your horse has all the vaccinations that are normal for your geographical location. All horses should be 
on a good worming program to control intestinal parasites. A horse should be wormed by a vet at least 
twice a year.

Horse Flies:

In the summer spray your horse trailer down with fly spray about 10 minutes before you load the 
horses. The flies should leave, and your horses will be without those pesky flies!

Cooling Horses:

Never spray a hot, sweaty horse with cold water immediately after working the horse. This can cause 
muscle spasms and binding, or shock that can lead to death. Wait until the horse is breathing 
regularly, and use warm water if it is available. If a horse has heat shock, consult your vet and the vet 
may instruct you to cold hose the horse, even if still hot and sweaty. Never put a horse in a stall or 
confined area while sweaty or while they are still breathing heavily. This can result in shock and/or 
colic that can lead to death. Walk the horse until the horse is cooled out and the breathing is normal.

Shoeing:

Horses' hooves generally grow approximately 1 cm in a month, and take nearly a year to grow from 
the coronet band to the ground. Horse's hooves need to be trimmed regularly (about every 6-8 
weeks). Shoeing a horse does not hurt them. If you were to grow out your finger nail, you could put an 
earring/pin through it without causing discomfort; however, if you pushed the pin through the part of 
your nail that is attached to the soft tissue of your finger, it would hurt. When horse shoes are nailed in, 
they are nailed at an angle so which the horse doesn't feel it.

Make sure that you have a good farrier, especially if you show your horse over jumps. The concussion 
from landing from jumps amplifies any problems in a horse's shoeing. If a horse gets sore feet or legs 
from bad angles or bad shoeing, the horse can not just take his shoes off, sit back on a couch, and rub 
their feet, or find another pair of shoes like you can. Bad shoeing can result in your horse becoming 
lame due to a number of problems including: bowed tendons, popped splints, or shoulder/back 
soreness or spasms. Bad shoeing can ruin a good horse, so don't be penny-wise and pound-foolish 
where shoeing is concerned. A laid-up horse is far more expensive to maintain than a good farrier. 

Sleeping:
Horses do lay down to sleep, but only if they feel completely comfortable in their environment. It is not 
enough to provide a dry stable, food and water. Horses will often sleep standing up by locking their 
knees. Horses are one of the few animals that can put one half of their body asleep while the other 
half is wide awake. Emotionally and mentally, all horses need to feel they have and be comfortable in 
their own space!
                                                                                                                                                
To fully enjoy a horse's finer qualities you must treat them with both kindness and quality care. In the 
end, a happy horse will mean a nicer ride and a happier rider.                                                
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Buying Your First Horse

 

Spring is here, and the warmer weather is on the way. As the 
grass starts to grow, the sun appears and nothing seems so 
attractive as meandering down those country lanes or 
cantering up the bridle paths on your own horse.

If you have only ever ridden at a riding school before, buying 
your first horse will be a real experience for you – and one 
you shouldn’t go without doing some careful thinking and 
planning first. A horse should be your trusted companion for 
some time

Spring is here, and the warmer weather is on the way. As the grass starts to grow, the sun appears 
and nothing seems so attractive as meandering down those country lanes or cantering up the bridle 
paths on your own horse.

If you have only ever ridden at a riding school before, buying your first horse will be a real experience 
for you – and one you shouldn’t go without doing some careful thinking and planning first. A horse 
should be your trusted companion for some time – you owe it to him to make sure you pick the right 
one for you. There is nothing worse for a horse than to be sold on time and time again because he 
was bought by the wrong person.

The person selling your ideal horse will be keen to make sure you are right for him and may even 
seem reluctant to part with him – if you ever feel you are being pressured into making a decision it is 
probably not the right horse to buy! 

This article tries to give the first time buyer some tips. 

Where should I look for my perfect horse?

Horses are advertised in magazines, both local and national, and in many local outlets such as notice 
boards in livery yards and tack shops. 

Horse and Hound is a very popular source, and has a large number of horses for sale. However you 
do need to be quick off the mark - if you wait a couple of days you will find the best ones have been 
sold. Horse and Hound do carry their adverts on their internet site, and there are also many other sites 
offering horses for sale.

For a first horse or pony word of mouth is always a good option - your local riding school or livery yard 
may know of ponies or horses in the locality which may suit you and which are going to be sold, 
however this may not be the quickest option. 

Be prepared for it to take some time to find your right partner. 

Before you start looking at the adverts and especially before you go to see that first horse, be 
absolutely clear in your own mind:
                                                                                                                                             Page 7
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- What is an honest assessment of your riding ability? 
- What do you want to do with your horse?
- What is your budget?

When you start going out to see horses bear in mind that you have to kiss a lot of frogs before you find 
your prince! Finding your ideal partner for the next few years will take time and cannot be rushed. 
Make sure you are totally honest and keep the answers to the questions in your mind – many a person 
has been led astray by falling in love with a totally unsuitable mount. Remember, it is not fair on either 
you or the horse if you end up with an animal you cannot control or if you want to jump and the horse 
has a total aversion to it!

And remember, keeping a horse is an expensive business – there is no point overstretching yourself to 
buy him if you are going to need to buy tack as well. 

Keep a clear head – and let it rule your heart!

When I go to see a horse, what should I look for?

Make sure you see the horse in the stable - don’t rely on any statement that he has ‘perfect stable 
manners’, ask to see for yourself. Ideally watch him being tacked up - does he stand quietly? Horses 
which behave well when being ridden sometimes try to kick or bite in the stable, when being tacked 
up, having rugs put on or off or just when you go to fill a hay net. A horse which is difficult in the stable 
will make your life difficult as the owner, and if you are going to keep your horse at livery will not make 
you popular!

Look carefully at the horse for any signs of sweat marks. Some sellers lunge or vigorously exercise 
their horses just before a prospective owner turns up at the yard making them seem a much quieter 
ride than they really are. You can also ask about the level of exercise he has been used to - if he is 
used to being exercised more than you will have time for you may find you have a more excitable 
horse on your hands than you really want.

I have never bought a horse before – what should I do when I try it out?

If you have only had lessons before you may find yourself at a loss without an instructor standing in 
the middle telling you what to do. It is therefore best to decide before you go a short routine you will 
use that will test the horse you are trying, and allow you to assess whether it is the one for you or not.

A routine might be, walk round the menage, halting at least once to make the horse is listening to you. 
Walk a 20 meter circle, watching out for the horse leaning in or out. Does he listen to your corrections? 
Change rein and repeat the walk exercises. Try to assess whether he bends easier on one rein or the 
other – not necessarily a fault as horses do tend to have a stronger rein, but it is more important that 
he is attentive to you! 

Now put the horse into trot – watching for whether he goes forward eagerly or is reluctant. Use little 
leg at first – if you have been used to riding school horses they may have become ‘dead to the leg’. 
You can always increase the leg aid, but it is preferable to do this than having the horse shoot off with 
you! As in walk work a circle on both reins. Does he drop out of trot as he bends? 
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Does he try to go forward into canter? Would you be happy with this behavior? If he is very strong, be 
prepared for him to be even stronger when you get him home – an energetic horse may well have 
been lunged before you came to see him and may be even fresher on other days!

If you are happy with the trot try a canter on each rein. He should make the upward transition smoothly 
when you ask him to do so. 

If you want a jumping horse make sure you try him over a fence. Is he eager or does he need a lot of 
encouragement?

Try to decide before you visit the horse exactly what you are looking for, and what you are prepared to 
work with. And try to keep sensible. There is no point falling in love at first sight with a beautiful animal 
you cannot control – or one which is reluctant to jump when that is your reason for buying!

This is a partnership which you will have for some time – your partner should be chosen very carefully 
to make sure he is compatible with your level of riding, and what you want to do. Common sense 
should rule here – not your heart!

When I go to see a horse, should I see him ridden first?

DEFINITELY YES! If the owner says there is no one available to ride him be very wary. It may be that 
he is too difficult for anyone there to ride. Only attempt this is you are a very experienced rider – 
otherwise be prepared to walk away, or at the very least try and arrange to come back when you can 
see him ridden.

The current owner should ride a routine similar to the one described above to enable you to assess 
the horse’s way of going, and how he responds. If he makes upwards transitions easily for someone 
else, but not for you, this could be something that can be addressed with some lessons. However, be 
aware – there is a saying that a horse’s ability sinks to match those of its rider. Just because the horse 
you have fallen in love with makes flying changes on demand for its current owner, it may not make 
them for you if you cannot ride at that level! Your new perfectly schooled dressage horse cannot be 
depended on to teach

And finally

It may take a few months to find the right horse, but be assured that the wait will be worth it. One thing 
is probably certain – that palomino mare you had pictured yourself riding away on into the sunset may 
well turn out to be a bay gelding! But whatever size, color or sex you end up with, if you have taken 
your time choosing you will have a wonderful partnership.
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Developing The Bond 
Between Man And Horse

                 
      Horses Can Teach Us About 
Trust, Bonding, Creativity and 
Spirituality (Paperback) 
                                

The relationship between man and horse is an enduring one. 
But dealing with animals is always easier and more enjoyable 
when you have empathy and understanding. To be able to 
relate to horses,you need to understand their psychology, in 
order to anticipate horses' reactions you have to understand 
how they think and why they behave in certain waysWhat 

The relationship between man and horse is an enduring one. But dealing with animals is always easier 
and more enjoyable when you have empathy and understanding. To be able to relate to horses,you 
need to understand their pychology, in order to anticipate horses'reactions you have to understand 
how they think and why they behave in certain ways. A good understanding also builds confidence on 
both sides-human and equine.

When faced with a threatening situation, the horse's nature is one of flight, and therefore its 
perspective on life is one of vulnerability rather than attack. As humans, how we react and feel in 
certain situations depends on our upbrining and experience. It is the same with horses, which is why 
careful early handling and training are so important.

We can never expect a horse to go against its natural instincts, that is, never to be frightened or wary - 
but with good training we can control these instincts and show the horse, in a positive way, that a 
particular situation or object need not be feared.

Horses are gregarious herd animals, welcoming the company of other horses, as well as other 
creature companions and humans. Even domesticated stable horses establish their own 'pecking 
order'.

Either the stallion at the end of the row calls loudest when feed time is due or, as many top riders 
report, their retired star kicks the stable door demanding attention first when what it considers as 'it' 
rider walks into the stableyard in the morning.

It is widely known the horse responds best to praise and encouragement from its trainer or rider to 
overcome its natural flight instincts and not be dominated. 'Breakin-in', the term formerly associated 
with a youg horse's first conditioning to carry a rider, has now commonly been replaced with terms 
such as 'starting', which infer much less the idea of domination.

From the disabled child fearlessly enjoying the company of ponies as part of therapy to the most 
successful of international competitive combinations, a common bond - that of trust and empathy 
between rider and horse - is being developed.
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The horse looks at its human contacts as part of its 'herd' in the herd hierarchy,the human rider and 
trainer's intellectual capacities give him or her the upper hand. This is why the man/horse relationship 
has worked so well for several thousand years, and humans can control an animal with many times 
their own strengths and power.

Riders in their early lessons will often be told 'Don't be nervous'. Although at this stage the rider should 
be learning from an experienced horse and therefore should be able to relax, the fact that horses need 
reassurance and security is something to bear in mind and cultivate from the start of a riding career.

Article Written By J. Foley
http://horseback-riding.blogspot.com
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Draft (Draught) Horses - The Clydesdale
This  article  is about the magnificent 
Clydesdale, its history and uses.

History

This heavy draft horse traces its roots to the early 19th century in the Lanarkshire (formerly 
Clydesdale) district of Scotland.  There was a strong need for this large horse not only in the 
agricultural area but in the commerce area as well.  The horses were used in the coalfields of 
Lanarkshire and for hauling wagons in the streets of Glasgow.  

To achieve the desired traits of a horse with a longer stride and larger feet, that were necessary on 
draft horses who worked on the soft soils of the Scottish lands, English and Belgian stallions were 
imported and bred with the smaller local mares.  The result was the founding line of the modern-day 
Clydesdales.  

The breed's reputation grew to the point that Scottish breeders began exporting them to Australia, 
New Zealand, Canada, and the United States.  Today the Clydesdale is almost exclusively the only 
draft breed in its native Scotland, and is still favored in the other four countries as well.  

In fact there is one very large and popular brewery in the United States which uses Clydesdales, 
exclusively, for pulling replicas of its original beer wagon in parades and at special events around the 
country.  They make these magnificent animals available for one to go into their temporary stables and 
actually walk up to the horses for a close-up view.  The horses are sort of goodwill ambassadors for 
their company.  And darn good ones too, one might say.  

Description and Conformation

Today's Clydesdale typically weighs in from 1600 to 2000 pounds (113.6 to 142 stones).  He stands 16 
to 19 hands (162.5 to 193 cm., or 64 to 76 in.) at the shoulder.  While this is larger than the original 
Scottish horse, today's breeders have retained the large feet, the sound legs, and the distinctive looks 
of the ancestral Clydesdales.  The colors of the coats are very vivid, the face is usually white, and the 
most popular trait for a performing team of these magnificent horses is four white socks which reach 
the knees.  The legs are usually "feathered" in white hair from the knees down, and the most common 
color is a bright bay.  Once can, however, still see Clydesdales in black, brown, and chestnut.  And 
those are perfectly acceptable for registration as purebreds.  

The overall take on this breed is that of a thoroughly well-built horse which is full of strength and 
activity.  They naturally hold their heads high and seem very proud, almost aristocratic.  One can see 
the strength, agility, and docility in their stance even while they are stationary.  And once seen in action 
the Clydesdales leave an even more lasting, and awe inspiring, impression!
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